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SJP Family and Fr iends Enjoy 
Ar ts Night

by  Nailah Khoory `18

Students, parents, artists, sisters and 

brothers, aunts and uncles, grandparents, 
and teachers crowded into Phoenix Hall 
on May 14 to view the mesmerizing 
artwork of the art students  here at SJP. 
The artwork ranged from paintings to 
drawings to photographs. Thanks to Mr. 
Shiner, each guest received a printed Arts 
Night program listing the names of the 
students whose artwork was presented, 
along with the Artist Statements written 
by the students in Ms. Chiusano?s 
Advanced Studio Art class.

In Phoenix Hall, the Advanced Studio Art 
class displayed a special exhibit for the 
senior concentration pieces, which they 
had worked on throughout the entire 
second semester. Each of the artists chose 
a personally meaningful theme as the 
focus for her series.  For example, Nina 
Forcellati `15 concentrated on the 
familiar faces around her, creating 
beautiful 
portraits, and 
Sarah 
McGrath `15 
chose to focus 
on rosary beads 
in her mixed 
media series she 
titled Tangible 
Faith.  All of 
the concen- 
tration pieces 
were so ama- 
zing that every- 
one's mind was 
blown. The stu- 
dent artists were 
on hand to discuss their work 

and their artistic process with our guests.

Phoenix Hall did not even fit all of the 
artwork; paintings and drawings 
decorated the central stairway down to the 
first floor.  More work was displayed in 
the first floor hallway and the Portraits for 
Ghana graced  the third and a half floor 
balcony. Our students' participation in The 
Memory Project (a nationwide program in 
which art students create portraits for 
disadvantaged youth around the world) 
was a huge success. The African children 
will be extremely glad to receive a 
drawing of themselves.

Art was not limited to visual works that 
night. During the Choir and Drama 
Interlude, the SJP Choir harmonized some 
of their spring concert songs, and the cast 
of  You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown. 
performed two numbers from the spring 
musical. 

A big thanks to Ms. Chiusano for 
organizing this wonderful night; we are 
all so thankful for everything you do for 
the arts program here at SJP!

SJP Choir performs at Arts Night

Advanced Studio Art Class
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From the Editor 's Desk

Junior Year Broke Me, But Also Made Me

by  Seohyun Shim `16

To the sophomores, freshmen, my 
peers, and whoever reads this paper:

Beginning around March or April, 
and especially now, I (and every 
other junior, I am sure) have been 
asked the same question by  friends 
at my school and other schools. ?So, 
Seohyun (this is name I usually go 
by outside of SJP), how?s junior 
year??  When they ask me the 
question, I say, ?Junior year broke 
me, but it also made me, and it?s 
only as bad as you make it.?  Here?s 
where that quote came from. Earlier 

this month, I was talking to my friends from all over the world and 
we just started talking about what our junior year was like, and my 
friend in Dubai perfectly described junior year in such a way that we 
could do nothing but agree.

Looking back, I found out so much about myself this year. I learned 
what I am capable of and what I am not. I have learned that I can?t 
finish a 300-page history book in 13 hours to prepare for an interview 
on that book, and I have learned that I can?t do magically well on the 
SATs by cramming for a couple of days. However, I have finally 
learned how to differentiate between ?sit,? ?sheet,? and ?seat? in the 
English language.  I have found out that I fall into the category of 
libertarian, and I luckily was able to keep my grades at a relatively 
high level. Most importantly, I am confident in saying I found what I 
am fully committed to, and have a general sense of what I want to do 
in the future.   I hope, indeed, that my peers have also had deep 
thoughts on what they want to do in the future, or who they want to 
be in general. 

My point is that junior year is what really forms you in terms of who 
you are and who you want to be. If you are a  rising junior and 
reading this, spend a bit of your summer thinking about who you are 
and who you ultimately want to be. Not everyone gets to find an 
answer to those questions.  The process is not always that empirical.  
However, it?s something that you must try to find in your junior year.

According to WebMD, every teenager needs at least nine hours of 
sleep every single night to function at his or her best mentally and 
physically. I will tell you right now that there?s no way you can sleep 
nine hours a day on a regular basis in your junior year. You will get 
super energetic, suddenly depressed, and feel dumb because of sleep 
deprivation. For most teenagers, junior year is tough. Your teachers in 
AP courses seem to want you to pull an all-nighter every day, and 
your guidance counselors will ask you a ton of questions that you 
may not be ready to answer yet. Although I feel like a hypocrite in 
saying this since I think I didn?t try enough, it?s not easy. Junior year  
challenges you not only academically but also mentally. Some people 
even say junior year is the time when you get to see the true nature of 
your friends (especially if you?re in a relatively competitive school). I 
wouldn?t want to say it?s that grim, but it?s definitely challenging, and 
it?s important not to be discouraged or demoralized by some 
frustrations you might encounter. It?s important to know that 

everything becomes water under the bridge at some point. Like I said 
earlier, ?it?s only as bad as you make it.?  You just have to continue 
until it ends. 

One more thing I could say (as cliché as it sounds) is to go for it. 
Whatever your passions are, whatever you?ve been holding back, 
whatever project you?ve been planning on, just grab a chair, and do it.  
To put it simply, make this year your year. Walk out with pride, sanity, 
and an awesome résumé.

Good luck,

Seohyun Shim

SJP Students Learn True Meaning of Service 

by Joseph Aroush `16

Over the April Break, several students from SJP got the opportunity 

to visit the Dominican Republic on a service trip. After hearing much 
talk going around campus, I sat down with senior, Tim Kim,  to 
discuss the DR Service Trip and what he has learned from the 
experience.

Aroush: Why did you decide to go on the DR service trip? It?s not 
easy to volunteer for  such events. 

Kim: I decided to go to the DR to see how people from other parts of 
the world live because I heard that only 10 percent of the world 
population lives in a comfortable environment like we do.

Aroush: How would you describe your experience in the DR?

Kim: I would say that it is indescribable as many things we saw and 
experienced over there weren't familiar to us, such as having only one 
good meal a day, or going through the dumps to find something 
usable.

Aroush: What was your favorite part of this trip?

Kim: My favorite part was helping a particular group at the village to 
construct their house.  We went there to help them four times in a 
week, so we became a good friends, and I could feel the spirit of 
cooperation.

Aroush: How has your outlook on life changed as a result of the 
service trip?

Kim: My outlook on life has changed since I was able to physically 
see how hard it was to live, and how blessed I was to have everything 
necessary since I was born.

Aroush: Did you feel a closer connection to God while on this trip?

Kim: Of course I did, because over there, they have to live by faith. 
Otherwise, it is so hard to keep up with the difficulties they face each 
day. However, because they were more faithful, they seemed much 
happier than us and more willing to share what they have.

(continued on page 4)
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 NHS Members Go Above and Beyond 

by Erina Parker, `16  

As Mahatma Gandhi once said, ?The best way to find yourself is to 
lose yourself in the service of others.? On Tuesday, May 19, the 
National Honor Society inducted many new applicants all hoping to 
find themselves. The senior NHS members returned to honor the 
inductees and the previous recipients of college book awards 
presented new awards to this year?s recipients from the junior class.  
Entrance into the National Honor Society is a privilege granted to 
those who go above and beyond Saint Joseph's Prep standards. With 
a 3.6 GPA or higher, applicants must be involved in school clubs and 
extra-curriculars, display roles of leadership, and write a 500-word 
essay. Giving back to the community is also a key quality that is 
valued; members are required to complete ten hours of service in 
addition to the hours already required by the school. The application 
process is rigorous, and while getting accepted is difficult, it is 
retaining that position that proves to be more of a challenge.  

The induction ceremony was simple and sincere. Mr. Ward 
welcomed friends and family, and then Ms. McCarvill led the 
opening prayer. The seniors were asked to distribute the college book 
awards to juniors from colleges like Saint Anselm College, Boston 
College, Yale, and even Harvard. Following the presentation of the 
college book awards, Mrs. Muth spoke of the mission and purpose of 
the National Honor Society at Saint Joseph Prep and then the NHS 
officers reflected on the four pillars of the NHS. NHS president, 
Anna Daher ?16 spoke about scholarship, Sarah Murphy ?16 
reflected on leadership, and Natalie FitzPatr ick ?16 spoke of 
character and service. Their inspiring words were followed by Sarah 
Smith ?15 and Tamare Adr ien ?15? the senior NHS 
officers? speaking about NHS and its role in the lives of the students 
at SJP. Mrs. Muth recognized all members for their 
accomplishments, and Mr. Nunan presented pins and certificates to 
all new and returning members.  To seal the ceremony, each member 
held a flickering candle, while Anna led everyone in the National 
Honor Society Pledge.   

Thirty-five members were inducted; the number of members from 
the class of 2016 more than doubled compared to last year. Those 
newly involved in NHS will have some big shoes to fill, but Tamare 
and Sarah confirmed their faith in the new inductees. The senior 
officers are well aware of the great things the NHS members are 
capable of doing. Being a member of NHS requires students to go 
above and beyond expectations, and these students have shown that 
they are able to do so and will strive to continue to do so.  

galleries included Van Gogh: The Idea of Beauty, Art of the Ancient 
World: Egyptian, Contemporary Art, Art of Europe, and Italian 
Renaissance. 

Every group had only fifteen minutes in each gallery to draw our 
versions of  two 
pieces of art that 
interested us. 
Sometimes the 
group chose 
completely 
different pieces, 
and sometimes 
we selected the 
same. It was very 
interesting to see 
people draw 
different interpretations of the same artwork. It showed that everyone 
had a different form of creativity and focused on different details 
featured in the artwork. This also portrays that in a good piece of art, 
there are many different, little details that can inspire the viewer to 
build on those details and create a somewhat similar version to the 
original piece.

On the bus ride home and back at school, all the students compared 
their art pieces and realized  that by taking a Visual Arts course, 
everybody had really improved in his or her drawing skills and 
techniques. The trip to the Museum of Fine Arts was a learning and 
bonding experience for the class of 2018 and the students were so 
proud of the work done during the course of the field trip.
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Freshmen Take a Theater Field Tr ip

by Kate Stanislaski, `18

While just a week earlier these same students dove into the world of 

visual arts at the MFA, on the following Thursday, they had their 
reading from English class brought to life through the performing arts. 
On May 28, the freshmen class set off to the Strand Theatre in 
Dorchester to attend a performance of the classic Shakespearean play, 
Romeo and Juliet.

.After first period on Thursday, the students departed from SJP and 
took a quick bus ride into Dorchester. This particular performance was 
one of six free student matinees, so the theatre was filled with kids 
from many different schools, which also meant it was pretty noisy. 
The actors performing were part of the Commonwealth Shakespeare 
Company, a group of young actors who have studied in acting classes 
but have yet to get their ?big break.? The play began at ten o'clock and 
the young audience was immediately drawn in with Shakespeare?s 
sarcastic and slightly inappropriate humor. 

(continued on page 5)

Freshmen Visit the MFA

by Kelli Aquino '18

On Thursday, May 21, the freshman class of 2018 took a journey to 

the Museum of Fine Arts to explore the different genres of art 
displayed there. The students were split up into a few small groups, 
were given a map of the museum, and a packet in which they had to 
draw two art pieces from each of the six galleries visited. The 
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At SJP, students in Sra. Watson's Spanish class celebrated Cinco de 
Mayo by making delicate origami flowers using just a few colorful 
sheets of tissue paper and pipe cleaners. Students crafted these flowers 
by layering five sheets of tissue paper evenly on top of one another. 
Then students folded the pieces of paper together, accordion style. 
After that, students cut the corners of the folded tissue paper into either 
rounded circles or triangles, and then they folded the pipe cleaner 
around the middle of the paper. Finally, students unfolded and spread 
out the pieces and faced them toward the center. Then voilà! Students 
successfully crafted beautiful paper flowers in order to show their 
Cinco de Mayo pride.  These flowers are very popular to make in 
Mexico on this particular day, and they just show that everyone can 
celebrate Cinco de Mayo in their own creative way.

Read more about the history of  Cinco de Mayo at  Britannica.com.

Kelli's Korner

What is Cinco de Mayo?

by  Kelli Aquino `18

Cinco de Mayo ("The Fifth of 

May") is a holiday primarily 
celebrated in Mexico and the 
United States, but Cinco de 
Mayo-related celebrations happen 
all over the world and as far away 
as Japan and Australia. Cinco de 
Mayo is often confused in 
America with the Mexican 
Independence Day, however that 
holiday is very different and is 
celebrated on September 16.

According to an article in the 
Encyclopedia Britannica, Cinco de Mayo commemorates the 
Mexican victory over the French forces led by Napoleon III at the 
Battle of Puebla. The Mexican?American War (1846-1848) and the 
Reform War (1858-1861) left the Mexican Treasury almost 
bankrupt. On July 17, 1861, Mexican President Benito Juárez issued 
a decree stating all foreign debt payments would be halted for two 
years. In response to this decree, France, Britain, and Spain sent 
naval forces to Veracruz to demand reimbursement, since they had 
helped fight for Mexico in both wars. Britain and Spain negotiated a 
deal with the Mexican Treasury and therefore withdrew their forces. 
Napoleon III, however, had ambitions of establishing a monarchy 
under Maximilian of Austria in Mexico.  At the Battle of Puebla,  the 
French army, made up of about 8,000 well-armed soldiers, attacked 
the much smaller and poorly equipped Mexican army of less than 
2,000. Yet, on May 5, 1862, the Mexicans were victorious and 
managed to crush the French army, which was then considered the 
best army in the world. This Mexican victory at Puebla helped 
establish a much-needed sense of national unity and patriotism. As a 
result, France started to slowly retreat from Mexico, beginning in 
1866, with the help of the post-Civil War United States.

Cinco de Mayo has been celebrated in Mexico since 1862. In the 
state of Puebla, people celebrate with speeches, parades and battle 
re-enactments.  The holiday first began to be recognized on the U.S. 
west coast in 1940, during the time of The Chicano Movement, also 
known as the Mexican-American Civil Rights Movement. The 
holiday then spread from California into the rest of the United States 
during the 1950s and 1960s, but it did not gain popularity until the 
1980s when marketers capitalized on the holiday and began to 
promote it on their products. Since then, there have been over 300 
different celebrations each year in the United States alone. Cinco de 
Mayo is celebrated with foods, parades, music, and folklore dancing 
all across the world, just to show that it is always possible to beat the 
odds and come out victorious.
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DR Service Tr ip (continued from page 2)

Aroush: What kind of service did you do while on this service trip?

Kim: Some of the places where we worked were the construction site 
and the milk ministry.  We also helped people at the dump and visited 
a drug rehab center.

Aroush: If you had to sum up the DR service trip in one sentence, 
what would it be?

Kim:  When you have more, you see in a narrow view, but when you 
have less, you see in a  wider view.

My conversation with Tim has inspired me. Tim and other students 
got to experience  a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, where they grew 
closer to the true meaning of service, while at the same time helping 
those in need, who are not as fortunate as we are.

Working at the construction site in the DR.
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Our Student Voices

Leo Kang delivered this terrific speech to his classmates in Chapel 
during May. Mr. Nunan selected a line from the speech as the Quote 
of the Week in his May 26 Weekly Update: "Smart is the new cool."

Smart is the New Cool

by Leo Kang `18

Let?s face the truth, I am a nerd. 

Dictionary.com defines 'Nerd' as an 
intelligent but single-minded person 
obsessed with a nonsocial hobby or 
pursuit. When I first heard people 
calling me a nerd, I did not know what 
it meant. So I asked one of the 
sophomores during lunch what a nerd 
is. He showed me the definition of 
nerd from a dictionary, and explained 
that it has a negative connotation. 

However, even after I understood the meaning of 'nerd,' I could not 
understand why it was bad to be called a nerd. Where I  come from, 
there is no such word that is synonymous to nerd. We have words like 
studious, diligent, and smart to describe students who are 
academically outstanding. I think it is a problem in the United States 
that smart kids in school are the ones who are considered losers, 
while in many countries they are the popular kids. I would like to fix 
this problem. Today, I am going to convince you that smart is the new 
cool. 

To begin my point, I would like to tell you a story. During the 1960s, 
there was a mysterious and horrific phenomenon happening in 
America. Many children were experiencing vomiting, hearing loss, 
developmental delay, and learning difficulties. Parents were horrified 
by this disaster, and wondered what caused these symptoms.  Many 
adults had problems too.  They suffered from high blood pressure, 
muscle pain, headache, and even memory loss. People were urgent to 
find out what was causing these silent killings. 

The hero who discovered the cause of this phenomenon was a 
scientist named Clair Patterson. If Patterson were alive today, he 
would definitely be called a nerd. He was the first person to estimate 
the age of the earth and to trace the geochemical evolution of the 
earth. However, his most distinguished work was the campaign 
against lead poisoning. When he saw the mysterious symptoms 
people had, he was curious about the cause. In 1965, he started to 
draw public attention to the problem of increased lead levels in the 
environment and the food chain due to lead from industrial sources. 
He claimed that the symptoms were caused by lead poisoning. The 
main source of the lead contamination was from gasoline that people 
used to drive cars. Therefore, when the giant gasoline corporation 
found out that Patterson was fighting against them, they confronted 
Patterson and even threatened him to stop his research and campaign 

against the lead contamination. Despite the threat, Patterson continued 
his work to protect people from the silent killer. 

The corporation hired its own scientist named Robert Kehoe. Kehoe 
was recognized as an expert who claimed that the rising level of lead 
in the atmosphere had no relationship with the lead in gasoline. He 
was employed and funded by the corporation. After a series of battles 
between Patterson and Kehoe, Patterson won, and the United States 
mandated the use of unleaded gasoline. Shortly after, the lead level in 
people dramatically decreased and the cases of symptoms were 
diminished. 

Patterson was celebrated as one of the greatest scientists who saved 
millions of lives through his determination to seek the truth. The 
significance of this story is the importance of knowledge. We all want 
the same thing. Everyone wants to be famous, successful, and 
influential. Some students want to become sports players, some want 
to become popular musicians, and some want to become Hollywood 
actors or actresses. If you have passion for those things, you should try 
your best to pursue them. I am not saying that everyone has to be a 
scientist or professor, but you at least have to be educated enough to 
know what is happening in the world. 

The more powerful you become in  society, the more important your 
education is. Let me show you a simple analogy. Imagine there is a 
hammer in my hand. It can be a big hammer or a small hammer. An 
influential person in the society has a big hammer. The purpose of the  
hammer is to hit the nail accurately with determination. If you want to 
hit the nail, you need good eyesight; at this moment, your eyesight 
represents your education. People who are educated can see better, but 
people who are not educated can only see a blur. If you can see well, 
you will hit the nail at once. But with bad eyesight, you will miss the 
nail many times, causing damage. You might break the table, injure 
your finger, or even hurt other people.      

My friends and classmates, I challenge you today to change your 
perception about education. You might think education is boring or 
?nerdy," but as the story of Clair Patterson shows, education is 
actually very cool and exciting. I would like every one of you to 
become a person who can see the truth through education, rather than 
someone who carries a big hammer and hurts everyone around him. 
This is why education is important and why smart is the new cool. 
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Theatre Field Tr ip (continued from page 3)

The Strand Theatre?s version of the classic tragicomedy was a bit 
more modernized than many expected. Lily Fabr izio `18 said, ?I 
liked how the show was a different take on Romeo and Juliet; it was 
interesting to see how they showed the feud between both families 
with a modern twist." The performance brought a mix of emotions to 
the audience as some scenes had the crowd roaring with laughter, 
?oohing? with excitement, and silent with concern. "For never was 
there a story of more woe than this of Juliet and her Romeo? 
(5.3.309-310). After the tragic ending, the students emptied the theatre 
and hopped on the bus to make it back in time for second lunch.
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MVP Boys? Athletics 
Sung Jun (Tim) Kim

MVP Gir ls? Athletics 
Fatima St. Hilaire

Phoenix Athlete of the Year  
Rachel Sansone

I ron Phoenix
Tim Buccelli  

Samantha Chaisson 
Alexandra Corey  
Nina Forcellati 
Brandon Furlan  

Janyssa Reyes 
Sarah Smith  

Fatima St. Hilaire 
Elizabeth Taranto  
William Woods

Scholar Athlete Boys 
Riad (Ray) Touma

Scholar Athlete Gir ls 
Sarah Smith

DJ knew how to play, and everyone got to take the  best pictures of 
their lives. When Bryan Williams? song was played in the hall, 
everyone screamed and cheered the musician of the day who recently 
has finished his first official concert in the House of Blues. In addition 
to Bryan?s song, Tom?s dance was one of the best moments of the 
night.

However, the highlight of the evening came when Ms. Hughes 
announced the Prom King and Prom Queen. Candidates for Queen 
were Kylie Cruz, Fatima St. Hilaire, Mabel Gonzalez Nunez, and 
Maryellen Robinson. Candidates for King were Nam Ho, Greg 
DiCicco, Clevis Murray, and Nickolaos Tzigizis. Although Nam and 
Maryellen were named the King and the Queen of the prom, everyone 
looked stunning and enjoyed being part of the prom court.

The event went on until 11 pm, and everyone headed back home that 
night with the satisfaction that arises when you get to have one of the 
best nights of your life. Thanks to the SJP prom committee (Mabel 
Nunez Gonzalez, Fatima St. Hilaire, Maryellen Robinson, Silvana 
Barbosa, Sarah Murphy, and Elizabeth Watts), and to the  classes of 
2015 and 2016 who enjoyed the night in the best way possible.

Special thanks to Ms. Hughes, Ms. Piendak, Ms. McCarvill, Mr. and 
Mrs. Nunan and the other faculty members who attended the prom. 
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Sports News
Congratulations to the exceptional student athletes from the Class 
of 2015, who were recognized at the Senior Awards Dinner on June 
3.

SJP Prom Takes Place at Cambr idge Hyatt Regency 

One unforgettable night for juniors and seniors . . .

by Seohyun Shim̀ 16

Everyone?s topic of conversation is who?s going with whom, where is 
the place, how to get there, and what kind of dress or tuxedo should 
she or he wear. Prom, it?s that time of the year again. As a foreigner, I 
was quite unfamiliar with this American ritual, and I ended up 
breaking the most important rule. I went there super early. However, it 
was great to look around the city and take a glimpse at how the party 
would look.

As I was sitting in the hotel lobby and drinking a bottle of sparkling 
water, I saw my friends begin to arrive around 6:30.  Everyone single 
one on that day looked stunning, and it was enjoyable for me to see 
the new ?looks? of my friends in their formal dresses and tuxedos. A 
total of 97 tickets were sold, and there were nearly 120 people at the 
hall on the day including the photographer, waiters/waitresses, DJ, 
and our school faculty members who planned the event and those who 
gladly came to 
see us

Indeed, the night 
was unforget- 
table to all of 
the people who 
were at the 
Hyatt on May 
16. The food 
was good, the 
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Sophomore Church Project/Field Tr ip

by James Sitkawich `17

Over the course of several 
weeks, the sophomores worked 
on their church projects in 
STEM class. For this project, 
sophomores had to collaborate 
in groups to create a unique 
church.  There were four 
positions in each group.  The 

first position was the project lead.  The project lead was in charge of 
overseeing everything.  The leads had to make sure that every part of 
the project was completed on time.  The second position was the head 
architect.  This was the person who was in charge of creating the 
model of the church.  The head architect spent time building the 2D 
and 3D model of the church.  The third position was the construction 
contact.  This person decided 
what materials to use for the 
church.  The final position was 
public relations.  Whoever held 
this position had to write a 
proposal for the church. 

To gather some inspiration for 
their churches, the STEM 
students took a field trip on 
May 8 to Boston, where they 
visited a number of churches.  The students had a fantastic time, 
sketching parts of the several churches and finding the answers to 

questions  such as what 
materials were used to 
build the church.  

As the project went on, 
students had to spend a 
lot of time after school 
working on their 
churches.  Even on Arts 
Night, most of the 
sophomores were in the 

lab vigorously working.  Once the churches were complete, the 
groups made in-class presentations, and then some went on to present 
their church to a panel of judges, comprised of  theology teachers and 
some of the Sisters of Saint Joseph.  

Overall, the sophomores had an exciting time working with their 
friends to build the best possible church.  The project sometimes got 
really competitive between groups as they battled to create the most 
unique church.  It was a fun time for everyone and an unbelievable 
experience.  If you ever need somebody to design a building, our 
sophomores can get the job done.   
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Graduation Reflection

by Natalie Fitzpatrick `16

In the words of valedictorian and incoming NYU freshman Sarah Smith 
'15, "This... is weird." In a way, it certainly was strange to see our 
beloved class of 2015 flip their tassels and cross the stage as high 
school graduates on June 4. Family, friends, faculty, honored guests, 
keynote speaker Mayor Walsh, and the 2015 graduates filled the seats 
of the Robsham Theater at Boston College on this very special night. 
The ceremony began with the singing of our National Anthem, 
followed by an incredible salutatory speech from Tamare Adr ien '15, 
who took her audience back to the days of Mount and Trinity, 
discussing the two schools' journeys of hardship and success to 
eventually become Saint Joseph Prep. A series of special awards were 
then given to seniors who possess and demonstrate the qualities that we 
value so deeply here at St. Joe's-integrity, leadership, and school spirit 
to name only a few. The senior members of the choir, making a last 
minute change of plans, performed their rendition of "Radioactive" by 
Imagine Dragons, led by Kylie Cruz '15.  

Another highlight of  the evening was our guest speaker, the mayor of 
Boston, Martin J. Walsh.  After a heartfelt introduction by Mabel 
 Gonzalez '15, who has served on the Mayor's Youth Council for four 
years and will attend Northeastern University in the fall as a Torch 
Scholar, Mayor Walsh spoke of the importance of dreams and setting 
goals for the future. He acknowledged the difficulty of overcoming 
adversity, something that the students, families, and faculty of Saint 
Joseph Prep have faced in many different ways this year. Luckily, as we 
have learned and experienced, "the road is paved," and Mayor Walsh 
spoke so truly on how far a dream and some faith can take you. 

The long-awaited valedictorian speech provided a beautiful 
combination of both prophetic wisdom and a sense of that unexpected, 
sarcastic, Sarah Smith humor that we all know and adore. She spoke on 
topics including but certainly not limited to (get ready): her role as 
Charlie Brown, the agonizing struggles of AP Calc, Brian Amado '15, 
how awesome Mr. Faherty is, Tim Kim's ability to "make a difference," 
soccer victories, etc. The role of valedictorian is something she has 
worked extremely hard for throughout her high school career, and 
based on her countless awards and nominations, as well as her 
acceptance into NYU, there is no doubt that hard work pays off. I 
cannot think of a person more deserving than Sarah. 

Mr. Nunan summed up the emotions of the night so perfectly with a 
powerful speech that was certainly one for the books.  All of this is 
simply my best effort at capturing the incredible ceremony that took 
place on Thursday, and it was definitely something special to see. After 
a summer of rest, preparation, and packing, the graduates will soon 
venture off in many different directions. Many will continue their 
education and attend college this fall, and some will head off to serve 
our country, but they will never forget the bonds that they have created 
here, and the school that they have helped to build. Congratulations. :) 
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Advisor of the Month - Mr. Scar lata

by  Erina Parker `16    

You may know him as a teacher, a coach, the person who assigns 
chapel speakers, or an inspiration, but for eleven students (including 
myself) he is an advisor. You guessed it; we are talking about Mr. 
Michael Scarlata! Mr. Scarlata wears many hats, but he still manages 
to balance all of his responsibilities with ease; he is even expecting to 
take courses at Boston College over the summer to further his 
education. 

There is an abundance of stress and pressure put on students, and with 
so many classes, the load can be unbearable. That is where Mr. 
Scarlata steps in. He is constantly helping the students in his advisory 
organize their workload and balance their time for each class. As 
finals approached, we counted on Mr. Scarlata to help balance study 
time and sleep. My fellow advisees emphasized the impact Mr. 
Scarlata has made on them and their grades; according to one, Mr. 
Scarlata's organizer helped her pass her midterms and she is planning 
on using it again for finals. 

Always listening, especially after interim reports come out, he tries to 
find the root of the problem, whether it be a course's difficulty or just 
a challenging topic. He is like another parent, always reassuring us 
that we are great, but also that it never hurts to strive to be better.

Mr. Scarlata has high hopes for his rising senior advisees, especially 
that  we keep up our thirst for knowledge over the summer. Still, he 
hopes that we manage to sit back and relax. It is no secret that as 
school comes to an end Mr. Scarlata will be an email away if we need 
him.
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Election Results Announced

Mr. Faherty announced the student government officers for 2015-2016 
at our all school gathering on June 1.  Congratulations to our new 
elected officials.

Student Council President? Natalie Fitzpatr ick ?16 

Student Council Vice President? Sarah Murphy ?16 

Student Council Secretary? Elizabeth Watts ?16 

  

  Fénix  by Michael Martinez `16

Surf's up!  Have a great summer!!

Student Council Treasurer? Dong Su Kim ?16 

Senior Class President? Alexandra Hung ?16

Senior Class Vice President? Liam FitzPatr ick ?16 

Junior Class President? Sharon King ?17

Vice President? Hannah Burke ?17 

Sophomore Class President? Vivian Ho ?18

Sophomore Class Vice President? Nailah Khoory ?18 

 Student Council Representatives: Vanessa Alvarado, Kelli 
Aquino, Anthony Bradley, Anna Daher, Andrew Donabedian, Declan 
Downey, Joadly Duplan, Reginald Fils, Mary Forbes, Rebekah 
Forrest, Raphael Hanna, Neema-Elie Joseph, Cali Lapenta, Anthony 
Nguyen, Jada Ross, Hannah Walsh.

International Student L iaisons: Seohyun Shim, Jessica Kwon, 
Dong Su Kim.


